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1. MAIN RESULTS
This paper concerns the existence of solutions to the following nonauto-
nomous wave equation
gu#utt&uxx= f (x, t, u), (x, t) # Q=(0, ?)_(0, 2?)
{u(0, t)=0=u(?, t), t # R (W)u(x, t+2?)=u(x, t), (x, t) # (0, ?)_R,
where f (x, t, !) # C([0, ?]_R2, R) is 2?-periodic in t, and satisfies
( f 1) f (x, t, &!)=&f (x, t, !) for all (x, t, !) # [0, ?]_R2 ;
( f 2) f (x, t, !) is nondecreasing in ! and f (x, t, !)=0 if and only
if !=0.
Our first result deals with the case where f is superlinear at !=.
Theorem 1. Let ( f 1) and ( f 2) be satisfied. Assume moreover that f
satisfies
( f 3) there are r >0 and +>2 such that
+F(x, t, !)#+ |
!
0
f (x, t, s) ds f (x, t, !)! whenever |!|r ;
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( f 4) there are &>2 and a1 , a2>0 such that
| f (x, t, !)|a1 |!| &&1+a2 , \(x, t, !) # [0, ?]_R2.
Then (W ) has infinitely many (weak) solutions, [um] satisfying
|
Q
( 12 f (x, t, um) um&F(x, t, um))   as m  .
Corollary 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, if moreover f satisfies
(*) f (x, t, !)=|(t) h(x, !) where |(t) has 2? as its minimal period,
then (W ) possesses a sequence of solutions [um] satisfying
&um&L    as m   and Tm=2?
where Tm denotes the minimal period of um .
Our next result handles the case where f is sublinear at both !=0
and !=.
Theorem 2. Let ( f 1) and ( f 2) be satisfied. Assume moreover that f
satisfies
( f 5) | f (x, t, !)|   as |!|   uniformly in (x, t) # Q , and there are
r >0 and
: # (1, 2) such that
f (x, t, !)!:F(x, t, !) whenever |!|r ;
( f 6) ( f (x, t, !)!)   as !  0 uniformly in (x, t) # Q .
Then (W ) has infinitely many (weak) solutions, [um] satisfying
0<|
Q
[F(x, t, um)& 12 f (x, t, um) um]  0 as m  .
Corollary 2. Assume that, for some r >0, f (x, t, !): [0, ?]_R_
[&r , r ]  R is continuous and 2?-periodic in t, satisfies ( f 1)&( f 2), (*) and
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( f 5$) there is an : # (1, 2) such that
f (x, t, !)!:F(x, t, !) whenever |!|r ,
( f 6$) there are a and _>0 such that | f (x, t, !)|a |!|_ whenever
|!|r . Then (W ) possesses a sequence of solutions [um] satisfying
&um&L  0 as m  0 and Tm=2?
where Tm denotes the minimal period of um .
Remark 1. There have been results of the type of Corollary 2 above for
Hamiltonian systems, see [6].
Remark 2. There have been many papers devoted to the existence of
periodic solutions for semilinear wave equations by using critical point theory
since the original paper of Rabinowitz [9], where one (nontrivial) solution
was obtained without any symmetry assumption on the superlinearities.
Later, in [10], he dealt with the existence of large amplitude time periodic
solution for the autonomous (i.e., f (x, t, !)= f (x, !) independent of t)
problem assuming then f (x, !) is strictly monotone increasing (in !). Bre zis
CoronNirenberg [4] introduced a dual variational method dealing with
autonomous and monotone to obtain the existence of a solution. Coron
[5] handled the autonomous superlinearities: f (x, t, !)= f (!) (or together
with certain kinds of forced terms), without monotone conditions. The
papers [1] and [8] considered only the existence of one nontrivial solution,
and [11] dealt with the odd nonlinearities, f (x, t, !)t |!| p&z ! ( p>z),
subject to a force. Moreover, [3] considered the existence of forced or free
vibrations of autonomous problems and finally [12] was connected with
the existence of subharmonic solutions for the equation. For more results
one may refer to the references of the above papers.
In comparison with these works we look for infinitely many solutions of
the nonautonomous equation with odd, nondecreasing (not necessary strictly
monotone increasing) and super- or sub-linearities. Since f (x, t, !) is not
strictly monotone increasing in !, it seems no longer appropriate to use the
dual variational method like [4] and [12] for establishing the multiplicity
of solutions, and to adopt the arguments of [11] for verifying the Palais
Smale compactness condition for the corresponding functional. On the other
hand, since the equation is nonautonomous, f does depend on t (and x),
it is impossible in general to carry out as in [5] the critical point argu-
ments in a proper space for which the wave operator g has only the trivial
kernel [0]. In addition, it seems that there are no results of the type of
Theorem 2 (particularly, Corollary 2) above for nonautonomous, non-strictly
monotone increasing and sublinear wave equations.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
For each p # [1, ], let Xp denote the Banach space of functions
u(x, t)= :
( j, k) # N_Z
akj (u) sin jx eikt, a&kj (u)=a kj (u) # C
with the norm given by
&u&2=?2 :
j2{k 2
| j 2&k2| |akj (u)| 2+&u0&2p
where u0(x, t)=j2=k2 akj (u) sin jx eikt and & }&p is the L p(Q)-norm. Set
E &={u # Xp ; u(x, t)= :j2<k 2 akj (u) sin jx e
ikt= ,
E 0p={u # Xp ; u(x, t)= :j2=k 2 akj (u) sin jx e
ikt= ,
E+={u # Xp ; u(x, t)= :j2>k 2 akj (u) sin jx e
ikt= .
Then for p>1
Xp=E &E 0pE +,
E #E& E+ is compactly embedded in Lq(Q) for all q # [1, ), and so
Xp is continuously embedded in L p(Q). We shall use the corresponding
notation u=u&+u0+u+ for u # Xp . The dual space of Xp for p # (1, ) is
Xp*=Xq ,
where 1p+1q=1, and the duality is given by
(u, v) =(u&+u+, v&+v+)+|
Q
u0v0
for u # Xp and v # Xq , where ( } , } ) is the inner product of E :
(w, z)=?2 :
j2{k 2
| j 2&k2 | akj (w) a kj (z), \w, z # E .
Remark that if u # C2 & Xp and v # Xq
|
Q
gu } v=(u+, v+)&(u&, v&)=(u+&u&, v).
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Hence u # Xp is a weak solution if f (x, t, u) # Lq and
(u+&u&, v)=|
Q
f (x, t, u)v, \v # Xp .
Let
Wn=span[sin jx sin kt, sin jx cos kt; 1 jn, 0kn]
and set
En=(Wn & (E &E 0p))E
+,
E mp =E
&E 0p (Wn & E+),
E mn =En & E
m
p .
We have dim Wn=2n2+n, dim E mn =m
2+n2+n and dim E mn &dim E
m&1
n
=2m&1. Clearly En/En+1 for all n # N and
X# .
n # N
En/Lq, \q # [1, ).
Let Pn : Xp  En be the natural projection. Then for p # (1, )
&(I&Pn)u&  0 as n  , \u # Xp
and since Xp is continuously embebded in L p,
&(I&Pn)u&p  0 as n  , \u # Xp .
Notice that, letting E p denote the closure of E in L p, E pE 0p is a closed
subspace of L p. Hence
&u0&=&u0 &pd &u&p , \u # Xp . (2.1)
Moreover, since dim(E mp & E
+)<,
&u+&dm &u+&pd $m &u&p , \u # E mp & E
+. (2.2)
3. THE SUPERLINEAR CASE
Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 be satisfied. Set Nr =[k # N; kr +1].
For each k # Nr , define
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f (x, t, !) for |!|k
min[ f (x, t, !), 1+f (x, t, k)+Rk(!+&1&k+&1)]
fk(x, t, !)={ for !>kmax[ f (x, t, !), &1+f (x, t, &k)+Rk(k+&1&(&!)+&1)]
for !<&k
where Rk>0 is chosen so that
Rkmax {1+f (x, t, k)k+&1 ; (x, t) # Q = .
Clearly, fk satisfies ( f 1) and ( f 2),
| fk || f |, \k # Nr . (3.1)
An explicit computation shows that fk also satisfies ( f 3), i.e.,
+Fk(x, t, !) fk(x, t, !)!, \|!|r (3.2)
where Fk(x, t, !)=!0 fk(x, t, s) ds. (3.2) implies
Fk(x, t, *!)*+Fk(x, t, !), \*1 and |!|r
which yields
Fk(x, t, !)d1 |!|+, \|!|r (3.3)
where d1=(1r +) minQ F(x, t, r ) is independent of k. Hence
Fk(x, t, !)d2 |!|+&1, \(x, t, !) (3.4)
where d2 is independent of k. Noting that, by ( f 2), fk(x, t, !)!Fk(x, t, !)
for all (x, t, !), one has by (3.3)
| fk(x, t, !)|d1 |!|+&1, whenever |!|r . (3.5)
It follows from (3.5) that, for any R>0, there is dR>0 independent of k
such that
| fk(x, t, ‘+!)&fk(x, t, !)|dR |‘|&1 (3.6)
for all |!|R and (x, t, ‘) # [0, ?]_R2.
Furthermore, it is easy to verify that
| fk(x, t, !)|b1 |!|+&1+b2 , \(x, t, !) (3.7)
where b1 and b2>0 depend on k.
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Let E=X+ and consider the functional
8k(u)= 12 (&u
+&2&&u&&2)&|
Q
Fk(x, t, u), u # E
as well as the restriction 8kn=8k | En for each n. Clearly 8kn # C
1(En , R)
and
8$kn(u)v=(u+, v+)&(u&, v&)&|
Q
fk(x, t, u)v
for all u, v # En .
Lemma 3.1. 8kn satisfies the (PS) condition: any sequence [ul]/En for
which 8kn(ul ) is bounded and 8$kn(ul )  0 as l   possesses a convergent
subsequence.
Proof. The proof is a standard verification and so is omitted here.
Lemma 3.2. There exist am and *m>0, both are independent of k, such
that
8k(u)am , \u # (E m&1+ )
= with &u&=*m .
Moreover, am   as m  .
Proof. Let u # (E m&1+ )
=. Recall that (E m&1+ )
=/E+. By (3.1) and ( f 4)
Fk(x, t, !)F(x, t, !)d3 |!| &+d4 , \(x, t, !).
(d3 and d4 are independent of k) and so
8k(u)= 12 &u&
2&|
Q
Fk(x, t, u) 12 &u&
2&d3 &u&&&&2?
2d4 .
Set
’m= sup
u # (E+
m&1 ) ="[0]
&u&&
&u&
.
Then 0<’m+1’m and it is easy to check that
’m  0 as m  
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since E+ is compactly embedded in L& (see [2]). Hence
8k(u) 12 &u&
2&d3 ’&m &u&
&&2?2d4 .
Let *m=(&d3’&m)
1(2&&). Then a simple calculation shows that, for u # (E m&1+ )
=
with &u&=*m , one has
8k(u)\12&
1
&+ *2m&2?2d4#am ,
and am   as m   since &>2 and ’m  0 as m  .
Lemma 3.3. There are Rm and bm>0, both are independent of k, such
that
8k(u)0, \u # E m+ with &u&Rm ,
8k(u)bm , \u # E m+ with &u&Rm .
Proof. Taking into account (3.4) one has for u # E m+
8k(u)= 12 (&u
+&2&&u&&2)&|
Q
Fk(x, t, u)
 12 (&u
+&2&&u&&2)&d2 &u&+++2?
2
 12 (&u
+&2&&u&&2)&d $2(&u0&++&u+&++)+2?
2,
where d $2 depends only on d2 . Notice that dim(E m+ & E
+)=m2<. There
is d"2>0 independent of k and n such that d $2 &u+&++d"2 &u
+&+ for all
u # E m+ & E
+. Therefore
8k(u) 12 (&u
+&2&&u&&2)&d $2 &u0&+&d"2 &u+&++2?2
and the desired conclusions follow.
In what follows we shall define a sequence of minimax values for 8kn .
Set
1mn=[# # C(Bmn , En); # is odd and #| B nm=id]
in which Bmn =[u # E
m
n ; &u&Rm], and define
ckmn= inf
# # 1mn
max
u # B n
m
8k(#(u)).
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Lemma 3.4. For m large, ckmn is a critical value of 8kn . Let ukmn be a
critical point of 8kn corresponding to ckmn . Then
amckmn=8k(ukmn)bm . (3.8)
Proof. For each # # 1mn , consider the set
O=[u # Bmn ; &#(u)&<*m]
where *m is the constant occurred in Lemma 3.2. Since # is odd, 0 # O.
Moreover O & Bmn =, since &#(u)&=&u&=Rm>*m for u # B
m
n . Therefore
O is an open, bounded and symmetric neighborhood of 0 in E mn . Let
P: En  E m&1n denote the natural projector. By the Borsuk theorem, there
is u # O such that P#(u)=0, i.e., #(u) # (E m&1+ )
= and &#(u)&=*m . Hence
by Lemma 3.2,
max
u # B n
m
8k(#(u))am ,
which, together with Lemma 3.3, shows
amckmnbm .
Now by ( f 1) 8kn is even, and a standard deformation argument, using
Lemma 3.1, shows that, for m large so that am>0, ckmn is a critical value
and (3.8) follows.
In the following, let Ci denote positive constants independent of n. Since
8$kn(ukmn)=0, (3.9)
by (3.8) and (3.2) for u=ukmn
bm8kn(u)=|
Q \
1
2
fk(x, t, u) u&Fk(x, t, u)+
\12&
1
++ |Q fk(x, t, u) u&C1
or
|
Q
Fk(x, t, ukmn)|
Q
fk(x, t, ukmn) ukmnC2 ,
which, jointly with (3.4), yields
&ukmn&+C3 , (3.10)
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and so by (3.7) (u$=++&1)
& fk(x, t, ukmn)&+$C4 . (3.11)
It then follows from (3.9) and (3.11) that
&u\kmn&2=\|
Q
fk(x, t, ukmn)u\kmn
& fk(x, t, ukmn)&+$ &u\kmn&+
C5 &u\kmn&
or
&u\kmn&C5 . (3.12)
In virtue of (3.10) and (3.12), without loss of generality, one can assume
that as n  
ukmn ww(
E, L + ukm and u\kmn w
L + u\kmn .
Lemma 3.5. ukm is a (weak) solution to the following
gu= fk(x, t, u) (W)k
satisfying
am8k(ukm)bm , (3.14)
and there exists b m>0 independent of k such that
&ukm&b m , \k. (3.15)
Proof. It follows from (3.9), (3.11) and (3.13) that
(u\kmn , u
\
kmn&Pnu
\
km)=\|
Q
fk(x, t, ukmn)(u\kmn&Pnu
\
km)
C4 &u\kmn&Pn u
\
km&+
C4 &u\kmn&u
\
km&++C4 &(I&Pn) u
\
km&+  0
as n  . We obtain
&u\kmn&
2=(u\kmn , u
\
kmn)
=(u\kmn , u
\
kmn&Pnu
\
km)+(u
\
kmn , u
\
km)  &u
\
km &
2 as n  .
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Hence
u\kmn w
E u\km as n  . (3.16)
Consequently, for all . # E,
|
Q
gukmn(ukmn&.)=(u+kmn&u
&
kmn , ukmn&.)  (u
+
km&u
&
km , ukm&.)
as n  . Note that by (3.9) and the monotonicity of fk in !, for . # E
|
Q
(gukmn&fk(x, t, .))(ukmn&.)
=|
Q
( fk(x, t, ukmn)&fk(x, t, .))(ukmn&.)+|
Q
fk(x, t, ukmn)(I&Pn).
|
Q
fk(x, t, ukmn)(I&Pn).. (3.17)
We obtain
(u+km&u
&
km , ukm&.) &|
Q
fk(x, t, .)(ukm&.)0
after passing to the limit in (3.17). Inserting .=ukm&*/ with *>0 and
/ # E in the inequality above, dividing by * and letting *  0 gives
(u+km&u
&
km , /) &|
Q
fk(x, t, ukm)/0.
Since / was chosen arbitrarily, ukm satisfies
(u+km&u
&
km , .) &|
Q
fk(x, t, ukm) .=0, \. # E,
i.e., ukm is a weak solution of (W )k .
By the weakly lower semicontionuity, we have
lim inf
n   |Q Fk(x, t, ukmn)|Q Fk(x, t, ukm), (3.18)
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On the other hand, since
lim inf
n   |Q (Fk(x, t, ukm)&Fk(x, t, ukmn)
lim inf
n   |Q fk(x, t, ukmn)(ukm&ukmn),
and Pnukm  ukm (as n  ) as well as, by (3.9) and (3.16),
|
Q
fk(x, t, ukm)(Pnukm&ukmn)
=8$kn(ukmn)(Pnukm&ukmn)&(u+kmn&u
&
kmn , Pnukm&ukmn)
=&(u+kmn&u
&
kmn , (Pnu
+
km&u
+
kmn)+(Pnu
&
km&u
&
kmn))  0
(as n  ),
there holds
lim sup
n  
|
Q
Fk(x, t, ukmn)|
Q
Fk(x, t, ukm)
which, jointly with (3.18), shows
lim
n   |Q Fk(x, t, ukmn)=|Q Fk(x, t, ukm). (3.19)
Combining (3.16) and (3.19) yields
8k(ukmn)  8k(ukm) as n  .
(3.14) follows.
Now we prove (3.15). Below, by di we denote positive constants
independent of k. By (3.14) and (3.2), for u=ukm
bm8k(u)=|
Q \
1
2
fk(x, t, u)u&Fk(x, t, u)+
\12&
1
++ |Q fk(x, t, u) u&d1
or
|
Q
fk(x, t, ukm) ukmd2 .
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Hence
|
Q
| fk(x, t, ukm)|2?2 max
Q
f (x, t, 1)+|
|ukm |1
fk(x, t, ukm) ukmd3 ,
and so
&u&km+u
+
km&d4 & fk(x, t, ukm)&1d5 (3.20)
according to [9]. Next we estimate &u0km& following [8, 9]. We write w=
u&km+u
+
km and v=u
0
km . It is known that
v(x, t)= p(x+t)&p(&x+t)#v+&v&
for some p # L+ which is 2?-periodic and such that 2?0 p({) d{=0. Define
0 for |{|M,
q(t)={{&M for {>M,{+M for {<&M,
where M0 is an arbitrarily fixed constant, and q\=q(v\). Then {q({)
M |q({)|, q+&q& # E 0+ , Q v
&q+=0=Q v+q&, and (q+&q&) v0. Since
ukm=v+w satisfies (W )k , one has
|
Q
( fk(x, t, v+w)&fk(x, t, w)(q+&q&)
=&|
Q
fk(x, t, w)(q+&q&)& fk(x, t, w)& |
Q
( |q+|+|q&|).
On the other hand, by (3.6) with R=d5 (the constant of (3.20)),
|
Q
( fk(x, t, v+w)&fk(x, t, w)(q+&q&)
dR |
Q
v(q+&q&)&|
Q
( |q+|+|q&|)(dR M&1) |
Q
( |q+|+|q&|).
Hence for all M0,
& fk(x, t, w)& |
Q
( |q+|&|q&|)(dR M&1) |
Q
( |q+|+|q&|),
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and one sees that v must be essentially bounded. Setting M= 12 &v
\& gives
&v&2 &v\&
4
dR
(& fk(x, t, w)&+1)

4
dR
(& f (x, t, w)&+1)d6 .
by (3.1) and (3.20). (3.15) is thereby established.
Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 1. (W )k , (3.15) and the definition
of fk show that for k large um#ukm is a solution of (W ). (3.14) shows that
8(um)= 12 (&u+m &2&&u&m &2)&|
Q
F(x, t, um)  
as m  , and so
|
Q
( 12 f (x, t, um)um&F(x, t, um))=8(um)   (3.21)
as m  . The proof is finished.
Proof of Corollary 1. By Theorem 1, (W ) has infinitely many solutions
[um] satisfying (3.21) which implies clearly that
&um&L   as m  .
Recall that, by (*), um satisfies
gu(x, t)=|(t) h(x, u(x, t)) on Q. (3.22)
Letting Tm denote the minimal period of um , i.e., um(x, t+Tm)=um(x, t)
for all (x, t) # Q, one sees from (3.22) that
|(t+Tm) h(x, um(x, t))=|(t) h(x, um(x, t)) (3.23)
for all (x, t) # Q. Let
Jm=[t # [0, 2?]; um(x, t )=0 for all x # (0, ?)].
We claim that Jm consists of at most isolated points. Indeed, if not, then
there exist tj # Jm , t # Jm , tj{t such that tj  t as j  . Then for all
x # (0, ?),
umt(x, t )= lim
j  
um(x, tj )&um(x, t )
tj&t
=0.
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We see that, letting gm(x, t)=|(t)h(x, um(x, t)), um satisfies
gu(x, t)= gm(x, t), (x, t) # (0, ?)_R,
{u(0, t)=0=u(?, t), t # R, (3.24)u(x, t )=0, ut(x, t )=0, x # (0, ?).
By the uniqueness of solutions of the linear initial boungary value prolem
(3.24), one sees that um(x, t)=0 for a.e. (x, t), a contradiction. Now by the
above claim and (3.23)
|(t+Tm) h(xt , um(xt , t))=|(t) h(xt , um(xt , t))
we obtain (recall that by Remark 2, h(x, !){0 if !{0)
|(t+Tm)=|(t) a.e. t.
Hence, since |(t) has 2? as its minimal period by (*),
Tm=2?.
This finishes the proof of the corollary.
4. THE SUBLINEAR CASE
Assume that ( f 1)( f 2) and ( f 5)( f 6) hold. For k # Nr define
f (x, t, !) for |!|k,
fk(x, t, !)={ f (x, t, k)+Rk(!:&1&k:&1) for !>k,f (x, t, &k)+Rk(k:&1&(&!):&1) for !<&k.
where Rk is a constant satisfying 0<Rkmin(x, t) # Q ( f (x, t, k)k:&1). Let
Fk(x, t, !)#|
!
0
fk(x, t, s) ds
={
F(x, t, !)
F(x, t, k)+ f (x, t, k)( |!|&k)
+Rk \1: ( |!|:&k:)&k:&1( |!|&k)+
for |!|k,
for |!|>k.
Clearly fk satisfies ( f 1)( f 2), ( f 6),
fk(x, t, !)!:Fk(x, t, !) whenever |!|r , (4.1)
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and so
Fk(x, t, !)a1 |!|: and | fk(x, t, !)|:a1 |!|:&1 whenever |!|r ,
(4.2)
where a1=max(x, t) # Q ( f (x, t, r )r :. Moreover
Fk(x, t, !)
1
:
Rk |!|: whenever |!|k. (4.3)
Let E=X: and consider the functional
8k(u)=|
Q
Fk(x, t, u)& 12(&u
+&2&&u&&2)
for u # E. Let 8kn=8k | En , the restriction of 8k on En . Clearly, 8kn #
C1(En , R) and
8$kn(u)v=|
Q
fk(x, t, u)v&(u+, v+)+(u&, v&)
for all u, v # En .
Lemma 4.1. 8kn satisfies the (PS) condition.
Proof. The proof is easy and so is omitted.
Lemma 4.2. There are positive constants am=am(k) and *m=*m(k) such
that
8k(u)am , \u # E m: with &u&=*m .
Proof. By ( f 6), for any b>0 large, there is $b>0 small such that
| fk(x, t, !)|=| f (x, t, !)|2b |!| for all |!|$b . Hence, by definition and
recalling (4.3),
Fk(x, t, !){b |!|
2
ckb |!|:
for |!|$b ,
for |!|>$b ,
where ckb=min[(b$bk:&1), (1:)Rk]. Let u # E m: . Define
u1={u0
if |u|$b
otherwise,
u2={u0
if |u|>$b
otherwise.
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Then u=u1+u2 and &u&:&u1 &:+&u2 &: . Recall that, by (2.1)(2.2),
there is dm>0 such that
&u0&2+&u+&2dm &u&2: , \u # E
m
: .
We have
|
Q
Fk(x, t, u)&dm &u&2:b &u1&
2
2+cbk &u2&
:
:&dm &u&
2
:
b(2?2)&1 &u1&2:+cbk &u2&
:
:&dm &u&
2
:
\ b2?2&2dm+ &u1&2:+(ckb&2dm &u2&2&:: ) &u2&:: .
Taking firstly b large such that (b2?2)&2dm>0 and then *m small so that
for &u&=*m we have
|
Q
Fk(x, t, u)&dm &u&2:0
and
8k(u)=|
Q
Fk(x, t, u)&dm &u&2:+dm &u&2:& 12 &u+&2+ 12 &u&&2
dm &u&2:& 12 &u+&2+ 12 &u&&2
&u0&2+ 12 &u
+&2+ 12 &u
&&2.
This finishes the proof.
Lemma 4.3. There is bm>0 independent of k such that
8k(u)bm , \u # (E m&1: )
=.
Moreover, bm  0 as m  .
Proof. Let u # (E m&1: )
=(/E+). By (4.2) there are a1 and a2>0 such
that
Fk(x, t, !)a1 |!|:+a2 |!|, \(x, t, !).
Hence
8k(u)=|
Q
Fk(x, t, u)& 12 &u&
2
a1 &u&::+a$2 &u&:& 12 &u&2.
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Set
’m= sup
u # (E:
m&1) ="[0]
&u&:
&u&
.
Since E + is compactly embedded in L:, it is easy to see
’m  0 as m  .
We have
8k(u)a1 ’:m &u&:+a$2’m &u&&
1
2
&u&2
=\a1’:m &u&:&14 &u&2++\a$2’m &u&&
1
4
&u&2+
\ 12:&
1
4+ (2:a1’:m)2(2&:)+(a$2 ’:m)2#bm
and bm  0 as m  .
In the following, let  denote the family of closed (in E) subsets of
E"[0] symmetric with respect to the origin, and #:   N _ [0, ] the
Z2-genus map. Recall that dim E mn =m
2+n2+n. Set
:
m
n
={A # ; A/En and #(A)m2+n2+n=
and define
ckmn= sup
A #  n
m
inf
u # A
8k(u).
It is known that, for A # mn
A & (E m&1: )
={,.
Thus by Lemma 4.3,
inf
A
8k(u) sup
u # (E :
m&1) =
8k(u)bm .
On the other hand, letting S mn =B*m & E
m
n , #(S
m
n )=m
2+n2+n, i.e., S mn # 
m
n .
By Lemma 4.2,
inf
u # Sn
m
8k(u)am .
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Therefore
amckmnbm .
By ( f 1), 8k is even, and by Lemma 4.1, 8kn satisfies the (PS). Therefore
a standard argument shows that ckmn is a critical value of 8kn . Let ukmn be
a critical point of 8kn corresponding to ckmn . Then
8$kn(ukmn)=0, (4.4)
and
am8k(ukmn)bm . (4.5)
Now it is easy to verify that [ukmn]n=1 is bounded in E. Thus, without loss
of generality, one can assume that, as n  
ukmn ww(
E ukm and u\kmn w
L: u\km . (4.6)
By (4.4), (4.6) and (4.2),
|(u\kmn , u
\
kmn&Pnu
\
km)|= }|Q fk(x, t, ukmn)(u\kmn&Pnu\km) }
const. &u\kmn&Pnu
\
km &:  0
as n  , and consequently
u\kmn w
E u\km as n  . (4.7)
Lemma 4.4. ukm is a solution of the following modified problem
gu= fk(x, t, u) (W )k
satisfying
am8k(ukm)bm . (4.8)
Moreover, there exists b m>0 independent of k such that
&ukm&b m . (4.9)
Proof. That ukm satisfies (W )k follows from a standard monotonicity
argument, and (4.8) can be obtained using (4.7) and the weakly lower semi-
continuity of Q Fk(x, t, u) (see the corresponding proof of Lemma 3.5). We
only prove (4.9) following [3]. In the following, by d we denote various
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constants depending only on m and independent of k. By (4.8), (W )k and (4.1)
bm8k(ukm)=|
Q \Fk(x, t, ukm)&
1
2
fk(x, t, ukm) ukm+
\1:&
1
2+ |Q fk(x, t, ukm) ukm&d
or
|
q
fk(x, t, ukm) ukmd,
which implies
&ukm&1d, (4.10)
and
& fk(x, t, ukm)&1 |
|ukm |1
f (x, t, 1)+|
|ukm |>1
fk(x, t, ukm) ukmd.
Hence, according to [9],
&u&km+u+km&d. (4.11)
Set u=ukm=v+w, where v=u0km and w=u
&
km+u
+
km , and let
g(x, t)= fk(x, t, ukm(x, t)).
Then (see [3])
|
?
0
[ g(x, t&x)&g(x, t+x)] dx=0, a.e.t. (4.12)
Write
v(x, t)= p(x+t)& p(&x+t)
where p # L1 which is 2?-periodic and such that 2?0 p(s) ds=0. By (4.10),
&p&L1 (0, 2?)d. (4.13)
Let M=&w& . Note that
&M+p(x+t)&p(t&x)u(x, t)M+p(x+t)&p(t&x),
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and so by the monotonicity of fk ,
f

k(&M+p(x+t)&p(t&x))g(x, t)f k(M+p(x+t)&p(t&x)),
(4.14)
where
f

k(!)=min(x, t) # Q fk(x, t, !), and f k(!)=max(x, t) # Q fk(x, t, !). In virtue of
(4.14) and (4.12) it follows easily that
|
2?
0
f

k(&M+p(t)&p(s)) ds0|
2?
0
f k(M+p(t)&p(s)) ds, a.e.t.,
(4.15)
and consequently, p # L(0, 2?) which yields v # L.
Recall that, by ( f 5),
f (x, t, !)   as !  . (4.16)
Let
+=esssup
(0, 2?)
p,
={s # (0, 2?); p(s)+2= , 
c
=(0, 2?)>.
It follows from (4.10) that
meas 
2d
+
and meas 
c
2?&
2d
+
.
Therefore, by the left inequality of (4.15),
0|

f

k(&M++&p(s))+|
 c
f

k(&M++& p(s))
f

k(&M ) meas +f

k \&M++2+ meas 
c
,
or
2?f

k(M )\2?&2d+ + f k \&M+
+
2+
which, together with (4.16), implies that + is independent of all but finitely
many k$s.
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We estimate in the same way ess inf(0, 2?) p. Thus we have proved that
&u0km&=&v&d and also, by (4.11), &ukm&=&u&d. Therefore,
(4.9) follows.
Proof of Theorem 2. (4.9) and (W )k imply that, for k large enough,
um#ukm is a (weak) solution of (W ), and (4.8) yields
am|
Q
F(x, t, um)& 12 (&u
+
m &
2&&u&m &
2)bm .
Therefore
|
Q
[F(x, t, um)& 12 f (x, t, um) um]  0
since bm  0 as m   by Lemma 4.3. The proof is thereby finished.
Next, we turn to the following
Proof of Corollary 1. Let the conditions of Corollary 2 be satisfied.
Define f (x, t, !) # C([0, ?]_R2, R) by setting
f (x, t, !) for |!|r ,
f (x, t, !)={ f (x, t, r )+R(!:&1&r :&1) for !>r ,f (x, t, &r )+R(r :&1&(&!):&1) for !<&r .
where R is a constant satisfying 0<Rmin(x, t) # Q ( f (x, t, r )r :&1). Let
F (x, t, !)#|
!
0
f (x, t, s) ds
={
F (x, t, !)
F (x, t, r )+f (x, t, r )( |!|&r )
+R \1: ( |!| :&r :)&r :&1( |!|&r )+
for |!|r ,
for |!|>r .
Remark that under the definition and assumptions,
f (x, t, !)!:F (x, t, !), \(x, t, !) (4.17)
1
:
f (x, t, 1) |!|:F (x, t, !)a$ |!| 1+_, \|!|1, (4.18)
1
:
f (x, t, 1) |!|F (x, t, !), \|!|1. (4.19)
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It follows from (4.17) and (4.18) that
f (x, t, !)
!
  as !  0,
i.e., ( f 6) is satisfied. By Theorem 2, (W ) possesses a sequence of solutions,
[um] satisfying
bm|
Q
(F (x, t, um)&
1
2
f (x, t, um) um)
\1:&
1
2+ |Q f (x, t, um)um
or
|
Q
f (x, t, um)um
2:bm
2&:
(4.20)
where bm  0 as m  . Set
u1m={um0
if |um |1
otherwise,
u2m={um0
if |um |>1
otherwise.
By (4.18) and (4.19),
|
Q
F (x, t, um)d &u1m&
:
:+d &u
2
m&1
d(2?2)1&: &u1m &
:
1+d &u
2
m &1
where (and below) d denote various constants independent of m. Hence
by (4.20)
&um&1=&u1m&1+&u
2
m&1  0 as m  . (4.21)
Since by (4.17) and (4.18) for |!|1
1
:
f (x, t, !)!F (x, t, !)a$ |!| 1+_,
we have _:&1<1 and
|
Q
| f (x, t, u1m)|d |
Q
|u1m |
_d(2?)1&_ &u1m&_1  0 as m  ,
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which, together with (4.20), implies
& f (x, t, um)&1=|
Q
| f (x, t, u1m)|+|
Q
| f (x, t, u2m)|
|
Q
| f (x, t, u1m)|+|
Q
f (x, t, um) um  0 as m  .
(4.22)
Write um=wm+vm where wm=u&m +u
+
m and vm=u
0
m . By (4.21)
&vm&1  0 as m  , (4.23)
and by (4.22)
Mm#&wm&d & f (x, t, um)&1  0 as m   (4.24)
according to [9]. Write
vm(x, t)= pm(x+t)&pm(t&x)
where pm # L1 which is 2?-periodic and such that 2?0 p(s) ds=0. It follows
from (4.23) that
Nm#&pm &L 1 (0, 2?)  0 as m  . (4.25)
Let
+m=esssup
(0, 2?)
pm .
Similarly to the proof of (4.9), one can obtain
2?f

 (Mm)\2?&2Nm+m + f  \&Mm+
+m
2 + ,
where f

 (!)=minQ f (x, t, !). This, jointly with (4.24)(4.25), shows that
there much hold that +m  0 as m  . Letting &m=essinf(0, 2?) pm , one
can in the same way show that &m  0 as m  . Therefore &vm&  0,
and consequently,
&um&  0 as m  .
This, together with the definition of f , shows that, for m large, um are
solutions of (W ).
Now repeating the arguements of the last paragraph of Section 3 finishes
the proof of Corollary 2.
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